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The ImporTance of  
choosIng The rIghT  
regIsTered agenT To  
mInImIze BusIness rIsk
This article discusses the role of registered agents in managing service of process (sop), a critical part in 
your business risk mitigation strategy, and how to choose the right registered agent.

Service of ProceSS and regiStered agentS
service of process (sop) is where a party to a lawsuit gives appropriate notice to another party, thereby 
initiating legal action. corporations are required by state law to maintain an agent of record for acceptance 
of service of process in each state where they actively conduct business with the public.

Registered Agents, Authorized Agents and Statutory Agents 

a registered agent, also known as an authorized agent or statutory agent, is a person or company 
designated by the corporation to accept service on behalf of the corporation. The registered agent receives 
and routes service of process appropriately, confirms accuracy of the information and determines next 
steps for handling the service of process, based on agreement with the served entity. accurate, reliable, and 
timely handling of service of process is critical to reduce risk of default judgments and non-compliance.

The registered agent plays a vital role in intake and processing service of process, enabling corporations 
to manage them effectively. When choosing a registered agent, the agent’s own sop management 
capability is a key factor. a wide array of process types (lawsuits, garnishments, levies, etc.) may mean 
different processes, different departments/staff associated with processing different services, and require 
integration with different systems. This mandates the registered agent be flexible and streamlined in its 
sop management.

Figure 1. End-To-End SOP Management Process
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A Flexible and Streamlined SOP Management Process includes:

>  sop handling and management tailored to the individual
corporation’s requirements

>  ability to easily integrate sop management into
existing systems (such as matter management and
payroll) and workflows

>  custom sop workflow design and
implementation capabilities

>  ability to automate sop routing and tracking

>  Web-based access for viewing, searching, tracking and
reporting on sops

>  ability to streamline sops served direct to the
corporation and to the registered agent for effective
consolidated management

>  on-going updates to keep up with changing state regulations.

figure 1 summarizes the end-to-end sop management process, 
with four key steps:

1.  sop Intake

2.  sop handling and management

3.  sop delivery and acknowledgement

4.  sop storage, access and reporting.

The following sections examine some of the key requirements 
for each of these areas to provide a flexible and streamlined sop 
management process.

First Contact - Intake

a registered agent initially engages in managing sop through 
intake. effectively, the agent should have in-person intake 
capability, which provides the following key benefits:

>  reduces chances of accepting incorrect or
misrouted processes

>  provides for efficient and timely processing

>  reduces litigation non-compliance risk.

In addition to processes served on the registered agent, 
corporations also receive processes directly – either served at 
corporate headquarters or other places of business. a registered 
agent can consolidate processing of corporate-served and agent-
served sops, streamlining sop management. To achieve effective 
consolidation, the registered agent should have a variety of intake 
options for managing direct served sops, including standard mail, 

file Transfer protocol (fTp), portal upload, fax and email.

after intake, the registered agent handles and manages service of 
process, which includes the following steps:

Handling and Management – Surprisingly Complex

>  receiving and logging sop documents

>  digitizing the documents for efficient and easy distribution,
management, and storage

>  summarizing key aspects of the documents for efficient
handling and routing – this can save the corporation
significant time and costs associated with processing
received sops

>  support customized and complex delivery instructions for
efficient and timely sop routing

>  Task management capabilities to ensure sop is acted upon
in a timely manner, reducing risk of litigation and
non-compliance.

Delivery and Acknowledgement

The registered agent next delivers the sop to the corporation, 
and the corporation acknowledges receipt. In this step, the 
agent should be capable of a variety of options, to meet each 
corporation’s needs, including:

>  electronic/automated delivery directly to the corporation’s
matter management or payroll system

>  upload on web portal with notification for corporate retrieval

>  file Transfer protocol (fTp)

>  mail.

a critical step to reduce the risk of a corporation missing served 
documents is acknowledgement. The registered agent should 
make acknowledgement flexible, making it easy as possible for the 
corporation, based on workflow and environment. some needed 
acknowledgement methods include:

>  automated acknowledgement for electronic delivery

>  corporation acknowledgement via portal

>  acknowledgement via email reconciliation of transmittal logs.

Cloud Storage and Reporting

The registered agent, in a final step, stores sops, has a system 
of access and a reporting system for served documents and 
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processes. The agent’s key capabilities required here include:

>  portal for easy access and acknowledgment of
sop documents

>  efficient storage in the cloud for handling and managing
sops over time

>  simple and advanced search capabilities to quickly find
sops at any time, meeting audit requirements

>  reporting to provide insights for planning and
decision making.

Payroll vendor PartnerShiP/integration
as outlined in the previous section, a registered agent’s ability to 
electronically, or by an automated system, deliver sops directly to 
payroll systems can be of significant value to the corporation. figure 2 
shows how an integrated system benefits the corporation. Without an 
integrated system, the registered agent receives garnishment orders 
and forwards them to the corporation, where staff and resources 
(dedicated to processing served orders) route them to the appropriate 
payroll vendor. With a partnership and integrated system between 
the registered agent and the corporation’s payroll vendor, the agent 
directly (with authorization) forwards garnishment orders to the 
payroll vendor. This also removes the necessity for the corporation to 
manually acknowledge each served document, upon receipt.
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Figure 2. Registered Agent and Payroll Vendor Partnership/Integration

Integrating systems with a payroll vendor provides several benefits to 
the corporation, including:

>  Time and costs savings associated with wage garnishment
order handling

>  faster garnishment processing resulting in reduced risk of
non-compliance

>  centralized and streamlined wage garnishment management.

Choosing a Registered Agent

choosing a registered agent should include considering an agent’s 
sop management process, along with expertise, reliability and 
scalability. The table below provides an overview of some key criteria 
to assess, along with its corresponding business benefit.

Key CRiteRiA BuSineSS Benefit

sop turn-around times Timely access to sops; reduced  
litigation risks and costs

availability of nationally recognized 
in-house compliance experts

You don’t have to spend time and  
effort to understand compliance; 
reduce compliance risks and costs

In-person coverage in every us 
jurisdiction as well as international 
capabilities

reliable and accuracy checking at  
intake prevents the corporation from 
receiving incorrect processes and  
associated obligations

expert team of government attorneys 
who understand and monitor state 
requirements and advocate on  
behalf of corporations for effective 
business practices

stay compliant; reduce compliance 
risks by knowing ahead of time of 
upcoming regulations that may impact 
your compliance requirements

local service teams with strong  
relationships with regulatory agencies 
in all 50 states, dc, and pr

You don’t have to spend time and 
effort staying on top of all the  
state regulations

provide corporations with key  
information on their entities and  
their compliance status

Identify when your entities are out of 
compliance. helps reduce risk and costs 
of compliance

sop handling process, reliability, 
and accuracy. scalable platform and 
delivery mechanism to handle large 
volumes of sops annually

accurate and reliable process to reduce 
litigation risks and costs

summarization of key fields of sop 
information that makes it easy for 
you to act on the sop and report  
on sops

You know exactly what to do with 
the sop when you get it. save time 
extracting and summarizing key info 
you need to act on the sop

pre-integration with matter  
management systems and payroll 
vendor systems means fast,  
electronic access to your sops

saves you resources and costs of 
routing to payroll vendors or manually 
transferring to matter management 
systems; pre-integration means quicker 
implementation and lower set up costs

centralized electronic access of 
sops with notification and reporting 
capabilities

easy access to sop history and retrieval 
of specific documents to meet audit 
requirements. reports to help with 
planning and decision making.
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Summary
This article provides a perspective on the importance of the role of 
registered agents in implementing a process to manage service of 
process, in order to minimize business risk. key points include:

>  registered agents play a vital role in effective handling and
management of sops

>  choosing a right registered agent is critical to minimize business
compliance risk

>  It is important to thoroughly assess a registered agent’s sop
handling and management capabilities and ability to meet
evolving needs

>  key areas to assess, relating to the registered agent’s sop
management capabilities:

  — sop intake

— sop handling and management

— sop delivery and acknowledgement

— sop storage, search and reporting.

learn more
learn more about the ways in which cT can help clients implement 
a process to manage service of process, or contact a representative 
at (855) 316-8948 (toll-free usa).

Join the conversation. follow us on Twitter, linkedIn, google+ 
and facebook.

https://ct.wolterskluwer.com/service-process
https://ct.wolterskluwer.com/service-process
https://twitter.com/CTCorporation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ct-corporation
https://plus.google.com/+CTCorp/posts
https://www.facebook.com/CTCorporation



